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Leopold, you studied teaching and worked as an English teacher before you started working with TuaRes. 
When and how did you meet Reinhard and what convinced you to start this new path in career?

I had formerly taught English for 20 years and led a computer-based functional literacy program when I met Reinhard
in Ouahigouya in 2012. He was then investigating to set up a girls-education project. I was aware of the many
challenges that girls faced to get education; as a teacher, I have often felt obliged to spend from my own pocket ensure
food or solve other material issues of some of my students. I understood from Reinhard’s explanations of TuaRes, that
the venture with TuaRes is worth been tried.

How did your family and friends react to your decision of working for TuaRes? Were the reactions mostly
positive or did you also have to face criticism?

Some of my friends and colleague teachers were not convinced of my decision to go with TuaRes in this venture. Yet,
many other friends and my wife encouraged me; and my children also were eager to know that I will be working in an
NGO which supports girls from poor families.



If I had asked you 10 years ago where you think TuaRes will be in 2022, what would you have said?

Ten years ago, TuaRes was baby but very promising. I believed Reinhard’s explanations but couldn’t imagine it would
grow so big and so strong as it now is. Despite the worldwide pandemic of Covid 19 and the local security issues, TuaRes
is still operating and has diversified and reinforced its areas and strategies. In addition to the basic school project at the
beginning, TuaRes has initiated and strengthened the technical and vocational training program and is now operating in
Benin too. 

Do you think TuaRes in 2022 meets your expectations and goals from back then?

Thousands of school girls from poor background are accompanied and many of them are reaching good socio-
professional positions, we are a friendly work team; Working at TuaRes also allows me to earn my living honestly and
send my children in good schools. TuaRes still meets my expectations.

What do you think is TuaRes’s biggest achievement? 

I would rather speak of TuaRes’ “biggest achievements’’: Some visible biggest achievements are the socio-professional
integration of many TuaRes girls; one of the TuaRes girls has now become a medical doctor while many others are
practicing as nurses, elementary school teachers, and auto-mechanics and in many other professional sectors.
Beyond these easily observable facts, some mentalities have evolved in some areas and many parents now understand
that it is worth schooling girls.

How big do you think is TuaRes’s impact on the girls, the teachers and the schools?

Thanks to TuaRes, many girls have achieved a level at school and in society that they wouldn’t have reached otherwise. In
Boulsa, an area where traditional mentalities are still strong, many girls have escaped early and forced mariages and are
pursuing their studies thanks to TuaRes’ intervention. Hundreds of teachers have improved their teaching technics
thanks to the teachers’ capacity building sessions organized by TuaRes. Through the food and other material supports,
TuaRes contributed in giving quality access to many children. It is also remarkable that in these schools where TuaRes
projects are implemented, girls’ number in the classes are getting higher as compare to boys’ number.



What are your most positive memories with TuaRes within the past 10 years? 
Are there negative ones as well?

Oh, I have made so many important positives memories:

Reinhard and I walking through the village of Kogonéré by a warm month of October 2013.
TuaRes Munich team visits during the TuaRes girls’ camps: One day in the woods “Bangre-weogo” with the girls singing,
dancing and playing games.
A dinner with Reinhard, the local administration and community leaders in Boulsa.
Academic year ending activities in Kogonéré with the masks and traditional dancers.

I could go on and on.

As for a negative memory, once with Reinhard, we met one minister of education to brief him on TuaRes’ current and
future activities. The man instead of at least recognizing the valuable actions of TuaRes, rather complained and rebuked
us for granting a girl scholarship. Such an attitude is not acceptable from a high representative of the government.
Fortunately the ministers who came after him were rather welcoming and very appreciative of TuaRes.

What are your visions for TuaRes? 

It has been a great opportunity for me to be there at the early steps of TuaRes in Burkina Faso. Reinhard planted the
tree that we are nursing. The young tree is growing and its branches are blossoming. Some of its fruits are already nice
to see. No doubt that most of the branches will yield marvelous fruit. 
My vision is to accompany the growth of the tree the best I can, and see it yields and yields and yields. 

Thank you to Reinhard for the worthy vision of creating TuaRes. It actually is our cause.
Long life to TuaRes!


